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First Opinion: Baby They Were Born to Run
Montgomery, Sy. Chasing Cheetahs: The Race to Save Africa’s Fastest Cats. Illus. Nic
Bishop. New York, NY: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 2014. Print.

Helene Halstead

The large eyes of a cheetah can see details more than two miles away, and a cheetah can go
from zero to 40 mile per hour in just three strides (take that, leopard!). It is not surprising to
run across, pun intended, fascinating facts while reading a book on the magnificent animal
that is the cheetah. What is surprising is just how engaging Chasing Cheetahs: The Race to Save
Africa’s Fastest Cats is.
Wonderful descriptive language narrates the story and impact of one woman, Laurie
Marker, and her Cheetah Conservation Fund (CCF) on the lives of cheetahs and the African
farmers who fear them. When I read “the volume of the group’s purring ticks up another notch,
and we can now feel their contentment rolling in our chests like thunder” and I gazed at the
picture of three young cheetahs lolling about in the sun, I also could feel hear the heavy purrs
of these large cats and I reached out to stroke the furry sun-lit faces.
Author Sy Montgomery and photographer Nic Bishop completely capture the essence
of the critical work of the CCF. Montgomery weaves together narrative and facts to tell us the
story of Marker and her research center in central Namibia. Readers travel with the graduate
students working at the CCF as they train cheetahs to return to the wild, while they examine
the “play trees” cheetahs are attracted to, and while they sedate and capture a cheetah for an
annual exam (spoiler: the cheetah needs a root canal). Readers also learn that a key ingredient
to saving cheetahs is the Kangal dogs which the CCF train and supply to farmers to protect
their livestock. The loud bark of the Kangal dogs keeps the cheetahs away from the livestock,
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and farmers do not feel the need to kill the cheetahs to protect their animals. Large photographs accompany the story, providing visual support to help readers understand what it
looks like when a cheetah gets its teeth cleaned, just how big a Kangal dog is, and how cute
Kangal puppies are.
In addition to the facts about the sleek cheetah and information about the CCF, readers
are also introduced to the mystery cat: Hi-Fi. This cheetah started coming around the center
four years prior and was captured in order to outfit him with a radio collar. Instead of leaving
the compound, Hi-Fi remained close by, and the staff posted a Have You Seen Hi-Fi? sheet to
record sightings. Rare sightings of Hi-Fi, both on camera and in person caused celebration. At
one point in the story, Hi-Fi captures an antelope by forcing it to run into a fence over and over
until it collapses. Hi-Fi not only gets dinner, but also is then able to visit the female cheetahs
on the other side of the fence. It was difficult not to get as excited as the authors and the CCF
staff when a Hi-Fi sighting occurred.
And, if tales of cheetahs (another pun!), as well as information on ecology, biology, and
habitat wasn’t enough, each right hand page has a small picture of a cheetah where a page
number might go. As readers flip through the pages, the cheetah flip-book shows us how
easily it is to go from zero to 40 in just seconds.
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